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1. Astronomical evidence for rate sources

i. 244Pu

ii. Binary neutron star kicks and all that

iii. Dwarf Galaxies


Conclusion - Low rate high yield - SNe👎

2. Merger rates:


i. Short GRBs

ii. Binary NS


Conclusion mergers - Mergers 👍

3. The Li-Paczynski Macronova (kilonova)

4. Macronove 130603b/060614/050709


      If correct  sGRBs == Mergers 👍

5. Evidence for “stuff” around SGRBs 👍


6. Galactic Chemical Evolution 👍


7. * The cocoon’s macronova - the strongest EM 
counterpart?   
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Wanderman & TP, MNRAS 2015 - sGRB rate

Yang + Nature comm. 2015; Jin + Nature comm. 2016 - 
macronvoa candidates

Moharana, + in prep 2017 - mass ejection evidence

Hotokezaka & TP in prep 2017 - Chemical evolution

Nakar & TP ApJ 2017; Gottelib, Nakar & TP in prep 2017 
- Cocoon signature 

Nakar & TP Nature 2011; Hotokezaka & TP MNRAS 2014; 
Horesh + ApJ 2016  Hotokezaka + ApJ 2016 - Radio Flare
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Can we break the yield - rate degeneracy? 

Hotokezaka, TP Paul, Nature Pays 2015
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Rare Events

Frequent events

Radioactive Elements



Tissot + 16t



The early 
solar system

244Pu (half life 81Myr)

Wallner + 14

Current 
deposition 

rate



High 244Pu at the early 
solar system =>

244Pu Radioactive decay time ~ 100 Myear


A nevent near the early solar system 


Mixing time < 150 Myr


Large fluctuations possible => Event rate 
is low 


Lack of Cu =>  10 Myr  < Mixing time



Rare and “massive” events

Hotokezaka, TP & Paul, Nature Pays, 2015



A remark about binary neutron stars

TP & Shaviv 2005; Dall’Osso, TP & Shaviv 2013, 


Beniamini & TP 2015

✴Most observed Galactic 
binary neutron stars have 
almost circular orbits and a 
low proper motion


➡Very low mass ejection (<0.1 
Msun for J0737-3039B)


➡NOT formed in a regular SNe

➡Most won’t be ejected from a 

Dwarf Galaxy



r-process material in Dwarf Galaxies 
(Beniamini, Hotokezaka & TP 16a,b)





The most enriched Galactic low metallicity star

(Macias & Ramirez Ruiz 2016)



Rare & Large Yield 
Events



Regular SNe?



Mergers?
Rare Sne?



Cnclusions so far

✴Rate ~20-30 Myr-1


✴Yield ~0.01-0.1 msun

➡low rate high yield events 

➡SNe👎 
➡Mergers? or Rare SNe?



The Rate of short GRBs 

(Wanderman & TP 2015) 

Wanderman 

Current observed rate        
~ 5 Gpc-3 yr-1 ~0.5 Myr-1


Earlier rate is larger

Uncertainties 


Short delay mergers (need 
high redshift sGRBs) can 
be ~20 Myr!!!

Lowest energy (rate can be 
higher)

Beaming factor    x10-70 
(Very uncertain)

Galactic rate from binary pulsars 21-14+28 My-1 (Kim + 15) 



With estimates of the merger rate 



•Radioactive decay of the 
neutron rich matter. 


• Eradioactive ≈ 0.001 Mc2 ≈ 
1050 erg 


•A weak short Supernova 
like event.

Macronova*(Li & Paczynski 1997)

Bohdan Paczynski

*Also called Kilonova
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•Radioactive decay of the 
neutron rich matter. 


• Eradioactive ≈ 0.001 Mc2 ≈ 
1050 erg 


•A weak short Supernova 
like event.

Macronova*(Li & Paczynski 1997)

Bohdan Paczynski

*Also called Kilonova Hektanova Decanova



Lanthanides dominate the opacity 
(Kassen & Barnes 13, Tanaka & Hotokezaka 13) )

 κ= 10cm2/gm  

tmax ∝κ1/2      => l o n g e r 

 Lmax ∝κ-0.65  =>  weaker


 T ∝ κ-0.4     => redder
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Lanthanides dominate the opacity 
(Kassen & Barnes 13, Tanaka & Hotokezaka 13) )

 κ= 10cm2/gm  

tmax ∝κ1/2      => l o n g e r 

 Lmax ∝κ-0.65  =>  weaker


 T ∝ κ-0.4     => redder
1    days    10 

1040 

1041 

uv or optical -> IR



GRB130603B @ 9 days AB 
(6.6 days at the source frame)

nIR

HST image (Tanvir + 13)

V



Swift

Tanvir + 13, Berger + 13

Macronova?



If correct
Confirmaiton of the GRB neutron 
star merger model (Eichler, Livio, 
TP & Schramm 1989).


Confirmation of the Li-Paczynski 
Macronova (Li-Paczynski 1997).


Confirmation that compact binary 
mergers are the source of heavy 
(A>130) r-process material: Gold, 
Silver, Platinum, Plotonium, 
Uranium etc…(Lattimer & 
Schramm, 75). 



GRB 060614


Yang et al., 2015

Need M≃0.1 msun *

=> BH-NS ? 

* mass estimate may 
increase (efficiency) 
BUT may decrease if 
additional energy 
source beyond 
radioactivity!



GRB 050709


Jin et al., 2016

Need M≃0.05msun *

=> BH-NS ? 
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FIG. 1. The optical observations of sGRB 050709. The R-band emission (green dashed line) decreases as t�1.63±0.16, consistent
with the V -band data. On the other hand the I-band (VLT I-band data as well as the first two HST F814W-band data
points decrease much slower as of t�1.12±0.09 (red dash-dotted line). This is strongly suggesting an additional optical emission
component emerging at t � 2.5 days that is characterized by a low-luminosity and a soft spectrum. In the insert we show
the SED of the afterglow of sGRB 050709 measured by VLT on July 12, 2005 compared with a possible Iron line-like spectral
structure adopted from Kasen et al. [? ]. For illustration, we present a simulated I-band macronova light curve [? ] for the
ejecta from a black hole�neutron star merger, corresponding to an ejection mass of M

ej

⇠ 0.05 M� and a velocity of V
ej

⇠ 0.2c.
An uncertainty of ⇠ 0.75 mag has been adopted following Hotokezaka et al [? ].

at t � 2.5 days and lasting ⇠ 10 days. Remarkably, this late F814W-band emission (see Fig.??) is very similar to the
I/F814W-band excess observed in GRB 060614 [? ]. The latter is consistent with a macronova expected days after
a compact binary merger, provided that a significant mass (⇠ 0.1M�) was ejected.

The VLT I/F814W-band emission light curve can be reasonably reproduced with a macronova following a black
hole�neutron star merger [? ] with M

ej

⇠ 0.05 M� and v
ej

⇠ 0.2c, where c is the speed of light and v
ej

is the
ejecta velocity (see Fig.??). This is comparable but slightly smaller than the parameters used for fitting the I-band
excess observed in the afterglow of GRB 060614 [? ]. Such a large amount of r-process material is consistent with
a black-hole neutron star mergers [? ? ? ? ] and it also supports the hypothesis that compact object mergers are
prime sites of significant production of r-process elements [? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ].

The weak I-band emission at t ⇠ 2.5 days together with the almost simultaneous R and V observations, imply
a puzzling broad line-like structure. A speculative interpretation is that this signal arises from a wind-macronova.
A strong line feature can be produced by a macronova dominated by Iron [? ]. Such an Iron-group dominated
macronova may arise from an accretion disk wind [? ] in which the heavier r-process elements are depleted because
strong neutrino irradiation from a remnant neutron star can increase the electron fraction of the disk material. For
this interpretation to hold there must have been an early jet break, corresponding to a narrow jet as seen in other
sGRBs. In this case only the first observation at ⇠ 1.4 days after the burst is a clear afterglow signal. Hence this
interpretation cannot be verified due to the unavoidable uncertainties in the afterglow subtraction.



Are Macronova Frequent?
There are 3 (6) possible (nearby) historical 
candidates with a good enough data

In 3/3 (3/6) there are possible 
Macronovae 

Macronova Mass estimates
0.02-0.1 msun * mass estimate may increase 
(efficiency) BUT may decrease if additional 
energy source beyond radioactivity! (see 
Kisaka, Nakar & Ioka 2016 for an additional 
energy source) 
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The Secret Signatures of GRB cocoons

Nakar & TP, ApJ 17



The Jet drills a hole in the star

or in the surrounding ejecta  



Jet breakout 
(Bromberg Nakar, TP, Sari 11 ApJ 2011)

The engine must be active until 
the jet’s head breaks out!*

tb ≈ 0.37 L49
−1/3θ

10o
4/3R9

2/3M 0.1
1/3 s

LGRBs

sGRBs



Jet breakout 
(Bromberg Nakar, TP, Sari 11 ApJ 2011)

The engine must be active until 
the jet’s head breaks out!*

tb ≈ 0.37 L49
−1/3θ

10o
4/3R9

2/3M 0.1
1/3 ssGRBs



3D simulation

4Msun, R*=4x1010cm. Lj =1051erg/s, θ=8ο Using Pluto with high 
resolution ΔR=107cm. Credit: Ore Gottlieb



3D simulation

4Msun, R*=4x1010cm. Lj =1051erg/s, θ=8ο Using Pluto with high 
resolution ΔR=107cm. Credit: Ore Gottlieb



2D simulation

SGRB with a wind velocity of 0.2c. Credit: Ore Gottlieb



2D simulation

SGRB with a wind velocity of 0.2c. Credit: Ore Gottlieb



A prediction jet 
penetration model

T90 = Te-TB

T90

Observed 
duration

Engine 
time

Break out 
time
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A prediction jet 
penetration model

TB 

T90 = Te-TB

T90

Observed 
duration

Engine 
time

Break out 
time

dN(T90)/dt



The Collapsar Plateau

(Bromberg Nakar, TP & Sari,  2011) 

T90

dN/dT90



The Collapsar Plateau

(Bromberg Nakar, TP & Sari,  2011) 

A direct observational proof of the Collapsar 
model.

T90

dN/dT90



The short GRB Plateau

(Moharana, Hotokezaka, Nakar & TP  in prep2017) 

T90
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The short GRB Plateau

(Moharana, Hotokezaka, Nakar & TP  in prep2017) 

A direct observational evidence for 
~0.05 msun ejecta around sGRB
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Chemical Evolution

(Hotokezaka & TP 2017)

Galactic low metallicity stars 


Argast + 2004 result ruling mergers is wrong! 
Unfortunately,  they neglected turbulent and 
rotational mixing. There is good evidence for 
such mixing over a time scale of 20-100 Myr 
(from radioactive elements).


The minimal time delay of a binary mergers is 
highly uncertain. 



The late time evolution puzzle? 
(Hotokezaka & TP 2017) 



Resolved for a Galactic SFR 
(Hotokezaka & TP 2017)



Short GRBs Cocoons

From Hotokezaka & TP 2015



Nakar & TP 2017



SGRB cocoon signatures

+ =>
Rel. Cocoon cooling

Rel. Cocoon Afterglow, 

scaling from the regular SGRB afterglow

This is a wide angle signal 0.5 rad is stronger 
than typical SGRB orphan afterglow



Macronova cocoon signature

Heating due to radioactive decay

Blue signal at around 0.5-1 day! Brighter or 
comparable to the classical Macronova



Summary

Cocoons are the forgotten 
cousins in the GRB story. They 
carry a comparable amount of 
energy to the GRB and are 
wider than the GRBs.


Short GRBs have their own 
cocoons whose signatures might 
be the best EM counterpart to 



The radio - flare  (Nakar & Piran 2011)      
Testing the Macronova interpretation 

A long lasting radio flare 
due to the interaction of 
the ejecta with 
surrounding matter may 
follow the macronova. 
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The radio - flare  (Nakar & Piran 2011)      
Testing the Macronova interpretation 

A long lasting radio flare 
due to the interaction of 
the ejecta with 
surrounding matter may 
follow the macronova. 

Supernova  ->  Supernova remnant

GRB         ->  Afterglow

Macronova ->  Radio Flare



Summary
Ample independent evidence for r-process 
production in rare events with large yield per 
event. => SNe 👎   Mergers 👍 

Macronovae ==> Merger - GRBs connection 
(even with GW).  


nIR Macronovae ==> r-process nucleosynthesis 
in Mergers.


Chemical galactic evolution explained if the 
distribution of mergers time delay begins at 
~20 Myr with a constant Galactic SFR

Advertisement - An postdoc opening 
under my TReX ERC!



Search for the flare from GRB 
130603B by the EVLA



Search for the flare from GRB 
130603B by the EVLA



Search for the flare from GRB 
130603B by the EVLA



Radio limits on Magnetars

Horesh + 16

060614

130603B



Do GRBs need 
magnetars?

Quasars eject 
magnetic jets.


=> GRBs also have 
magnetic jets => 
Mangetars


But quasars 
produce magnetic 
jets without 
magnetars 



Where? 

Prompt? 


Afterglow?

Is impossible to have both from the same 
magnetar?



If a magnetar did this

What did that?



If a magnetar did this

What did that?



Energy Generation

Hotokezaka, Sari & TP + 16 
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therein).
If a slower moving material carries more energy than

faster moving material, the calculation must include a
continuous energy injection. If instead the fast moving
material carries a significant fraction of the outflow en-
ergy (as in the case of a constant energy per logarithmic
scale of ��), then the emission will be dominated by the
interaction of the fastest moving material and energy in-
jection can be ignored. Here we consider such a case and
estimate the cocoon afterglow emission by considering
only the interaction of the fastest moving material that
carries a significant fraction of the cocoon’s energy. As
in previous sections � is the characteristic Lorentz factor
of this material, f� is the fraction of the total cocoon
energy that it carries and ✓

c,j

is its half-opening angle.
For a given values of E

c

, �, f�, ✓c,j , external density
distribution and the usual microphysics parametrization
one can use the standard afterglow theory to calculate
the predicted emission. Here we will use a di↵erent ap-
proach and estimate this emission by scaling actual ob-
servations of regular GRB afterglows to the conditions
expected here. Since the cocoon and the jet propagate
into the same external medium we expect the external
density distribution and microphysics parameters to be
the same. Therefore, the only di↵erences between the
regular GRB afterglow (generated by the jet) and one
generated by the shocked jet cocoon arises due to the
di↵erences in the isotropic equivalent energies and in the
initial Lorentz factors.
The peak of the cocoon afterglow emission is observed

at t

c,aft

, once the cocoon’s material reaches the decel-
eration radius and begins to slow down, This happens
at

t

f

=
2⇡3

G

2
F

~7
m

5
e

c

4
⇡ 104sec (28)
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e
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e
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Newtonian
1
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t

c,aft

⇡ 0.1day

 
2E50f�,0.1

n✓

2
cj,0.5

!1/3

��8/3
10 d , (33)

for a constant external density, n; and at

t

c,aft

⇡ 0.01

 
2E51.5f�,0.1

A⇤✓
2
cj,0.5

!
��4
10 d , (34)

for a wind density profile ⇢ / Ar

�2 where A⇤ ⌘ A/(5 ·
10�11 gr/cm).
We estimate the luminosity at a given time after the

peak by comparing it with the luminosity of observed
GRB afterglows at the same time. The ratio of the
isotropic equivalent energies of the fastest moving cocoon

material and the jet is ⇠ f�(✓j/✓c,j)2. The optical, UV
and X-ray luminosities of a GRB afterglow at a given
time are roughly linear in the isotropic equivalent energy
of the outflow both for a constant density and a wind
(e.g. Granot & Sari 2002)). Therefore, at t > t

c,aft

and
for a viewing angle larger than ✓

j

but smaller than ✓

c,j

,
the cocoon afterglow luminosity in these bands can be
estimated as:

L

c,aft

⇠ 0.01L
j,aft

✓
✓10o

✓

cj,0.5

◆2

f�,0.1 (35)

where L

j,aft

is the regular on-axis GRB afterglow ob-
served by an observer with a viewing angle within the
opening angle of the jet. For our canonical parameters,
the cocoon afterglows peaks after a fraction of a day and
it is about 100 times fainter than a regular GRB after-
glow. However, its radiation is emitted over a solid angle
that is larger by a factor of ⇠ 10 than the jet’s solid an-
gle. To estimate the detectability of cocoon afterglows
in soft X-rays we use the observed GRB afterglows after
1 day that typically have a luminosity of ⇠ 1046 erg/s
(Margutti et al. 2013). This implies that for our canoni-
cal parameters the X-ray luminosity of a typical cocoon
afterglow at that time is ⇠ 1044 erg/s. To estimate the
luminosity of optical cocoon afterglows we compare it to
observed GRB afterglows after 1 day that typically have
an absolute optical magnitude in the range �21 to �25
(Kann et al. 2011). Therefore the optical emission from
cocoon afterglows after 1 day is expected to be in the
range �16 to �20. Below, when estimating detectability,
we use a value of �18 as the canonical absolute magni-
tude of cocoon afterglow at 1 day.

2. DETECTABILITY

We turn now to discuss the detectability of the re-
sulting signals by some of the present and future detec-
tors. For brevity we discuss the detectability only for the
canonical model. We note that when the detectable sig-
nal is generated by the shocked stellar material our pred-
ication is more robust, and when it is generated by the
shocked jet material our prediction depends on the mix-
ing that is not well constrained. As discussed above, our
canonical model for the mixing assumes that the shocked
jet cocoon energy is distributed uniformly for each log-
arithmic scale of ��. The reader can easily scale the
result to other possible values using Figs. 2 and 3 and
Eqs. 10-12, 13-15 and 25-27. A change by one mag-
nitude of either the source’s strength or the detector’s
sensitivity will change the number of detected events by
a factor of ⇠ 4. We consider detectors that are operating
at 100% of the time and we neglect possible obscuration
or absorption of the signals. These e↵ects could reduce
the idealized observed event rates discussed below.
We ignore in the observed rates estimated here the

cases of cocoon emission from choked jets. We expect
the characteristics of the mixing to be di↵erent, prob-
ably much more e↵ective, as the relativistic cocoon has
still to cross the rest of the stellar envelope before emerg-
ing. However, the rate of these events will probably be
much larger. These events would almost certainly pro-
duce an observable Newtonian signatures and possibly
more. These could significantly increase the observed
rates.

GF
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where L
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is the regular on-axis GRB afterglow ob-
served by an observer with a viewing angle within the
opening angle of the jet. For our canonical parameters,
the cocoon afterglows peaks after a fraction of a day and
it is about 100 times fainter than a regular GRB after-
glow. However, its radiation is emitted over a solid angle
that is larger by a factor of ⇠ 10 than the jet’s solid an-
gle. To estimate the detectability of cocoon afterglows
in soft X-rays we use the observed GRB afterglows after
1 day that typically have a luminosity of ⇠ 1046 erg/s
(Margutti et al. 2013). This implies that for our canoni-
cal parameters the X-ray luminosity of a typical cocoon
afterglow at that time is ⇠ 1044 erg/s. To estimate the
luminosity of optical cocoon afterglows we compare it to
observed GRB afterglows after 1 day that typically have
an absolute optical magnitude in the range �21 to �25
(Kann et al. 2011). Therefore the optical emission from
cocoon afterglows after 1 day is expected to be in the
range �16 to �20. Below, when estimating detectability,
we use a value of �18 as the canonical absolute magni-
tude of cocoon afterglow at 1 day.

2. DETECTABILITY

We turn now to discuss the detectability of the re-
sulting signals by some of the present and future detec-
tors. For brevity we discuss the detectability only for the
canonical model. We note that when the detectable sig-
nal is generated by the shocked stellar material our pred-
ication is more robust, and when it is generated by the
shocked jet material our prediction depends on the mix-
ing that is not well constrained. As discussed above, our
canonical model for the mixing assumes that the shocked
jet cocoon energy is distributed uniformly for each log-
arithmic scale of ��. The reader can easily scale the
result to other possible values using Figs. 2 and 3 and
Eqs. 10-12, 13-15 and 25-27. A change by one mag-
nitude of either the source’s strength or the detector’s
sensitivity will change the number of detected events by
a factor of ⇠ 4. We consider detectors that are operating
at 100% of the time and we neglect possible obscuration
or absorption of the signals. These e↵ects could reduce
the idealized observed event rates discussed below.
We ignore in the observed rates estimated here the

cases of cocoon emission from choked jets. We expect
the characteristics of the mixing to be di↵erent, prob-
ably much more e↵ective, as the relativistic cocoon has
still to cross the rest of the stellar envelope before emerg-
ing. However, the rate of these events will probably be
much larger. These events would almost certainly pro-
duce an observable Newtonian signatures and possibly
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a factor of ⇠ 4. We consider detectors that are operating
at 100% of the time and we neglect possible obscuration
or absorption of the signals. These e↵ects could reduce
the idealized observed event rates discussed below.
We ignore in the observed rates estimated here the
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Photon losses: The ejecta becomes 
optically thin to gamma-rays long 
before it becomes optically thin to 
optical/IR photons => photon 
leakage during the macronova 
peak (Hotokezaka + 16)


Electron losses: Unlike previous 
believes not all the electrons 
energy is deposited (Barnes + 16)
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